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A strong international network with concrete actions
A common objective:

to increase companies’ and territories’ competitiveness through internationalization

1- Develop synergies and complementarities with national agencies and other BSO’s

2- Enlarge the network to other regional agencies for mutual benefit and concrete actions

... RTPO network ... the place to be!
With the national French agency UBIFRANCE: an integrated offer for French companies since May 2013:

This offer emphasizes the expertise of 2 institutions in order to meet the needs of companies in each step of the export development: sector-market opportunities, France Export Program, business development plan, outsourcing of the sales force, accommodation and supervision via incubators Implantis® for French companies abroad and accompaniment of sustainable set up in the market in question.

With regional agencies:

The agreement with Expansion Québec allows companies from Rhône-Alpes and Québec an access to the network of incubators ERAI worldwide. Expansion Québec is engaged to make every effort and to manage 14 new offices abroad in the next 5 years.

The agreement with AWEX enlarge the network of incubators of each agency in the world and open new potentialities for companies.

The agreement with Pro-Cordoba opens the network of ERAI incubators to Argentine SME’s.
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